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1. Introduction. This note gives a proof of the following result:

Let M be either a smooth noncompact manifold with a countable

base or a compact manifold with nonempty boundary. Let / be a

nondegenerate function on J17 with a finite number of critical points

pi, ■ ■ ■ , pT with indices Xi, • • • , Xr resp., where in the noncompact

case/(g,-)—>«> for each sequence qtEM without limit point or in the

compact case f(p) =aon the boundary points p for some fixed aER-

If E{ is the open descending X.-dimensional bowl, determined by pi,

[4], and K = U¿=i,2,. ■ ■ F», then Tí is a deformation retract of M.

Functions with an infinite number of critical points on M do not

have this property in general: there exists a simple example of a two-

dimensional manifold M and a nondegenerate function / on M with

an infinite number of critical points of index 1, a single critical point

of index 0 and no critical point of index 2, such that K is not a defor-

mation retract of M.

But the theorem above holds in such a case in the form that K is a

"weak deformation retract," (see §4), of M.

2. Notation and preliminary notes. The notation defined in this

paragraph will be used throughout this note.

M=Mn is a smooth, noncompact manifold of dimension w with a

countable base.

/ is a nondegenerate function on M, [l], with critical points

Pu Pi, P», • • • and f(pi) <f(pi)<f(pt)< • • ■ and with /(g*)-»°o
if the sequence qkEM has no limit point in M.

\i is the index of / at pi.

Ei is the descending Xj-bowl associated with pi, [4, p. 83].

Dm is the set of smooth functions on M.

Af(p) is the gradient of / at p.
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For each noncritical point p of M, (that is, for each point p where

Af(p) is not zero), there is an orthogonal trajectory to the level sur-

faces of / through p.

<p(p) denotes the (maximal) orthogonal trajectory through p to the

level surfaces of/ such that <b(p) contains as subsets all other orthog-

onal trajectories of / through p; we write also

<j> for the set {<p(p)\pEM}. (If p is a critical point of/ then we set

<p(P)={p}-)

K~     IJ     Ei,    M*={pEM\f(p)^a\,   dM°={pEM\f(p) = a\.
¿=1,2,.-.

It is possible to choose the Riemannian metric on M such that for

each point pi there exists a neighborhood Ui in M with coordinate

functions x in Ui such that/(x) is given in Ui by

/(*) - - ¿Z«» + Z Xk +f(pi)

and the system of differential equations of <p in Ui is given by

dzk(t)/dt = — 2zk        for ft = 1, • • • , X,-,

dzk(t)/dt = 2zk for ft = X,- + 1, • • • , n.

Then <p is locally given by (b(t, x) = (e~2lXi, • • ■ , e~2tx\v e2tXxi+i,...,

e2tx„). Let AEM and BEM be closed sets in 717 with .4, 73 ̂ 0 and

v4H73 = 0. A function gET>M is called a separation-function of 4 and

73 in 717 if g(£)=0for£G¿ andg(£)=l for pEB, if 0^g(p) = 1 in M
and Ag(£) ?^0 for all points pEM with 0 <g(p) <1.

Remark 1. If UEM is open and hEDu; if a<b and 73

= {/><Etf|ft(j>)¿a}?í0, if A = U-{pEU\h(p)<b}^~0 and the
gradient Ah of ft is s¿ 0 on {p E U | a g ft (p) iï ô} = C, then there exists

a separation-function g oí A and 73 in U such that Ag(p) ¿¿0 in Int (C)

and the level manifolds of g on C are the same as the level manifolds

of ft.
If one takes the function

= Jîexp[-l/«-g) + l/(f-ft)]rf<

/*exp[- l/(/- a) + l/(t-b)]dt

for real numbers y with a^y^b and G(y)=0 if y = Z>, respectively

G(y) = l if y = (x; if we take g(p) =G(h(p)) then all conditions of the

remark are fulfilled.

ga,b,h — g always means the function g of this remark, it depends on

the numbers a, b and the function ft.
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Remark 2. Let UEM be open and A£D«. Let

G= {pEU\h(p) = d}

with dER, let Ah(p) ^0 if pEG. Then the set x of maximal orthog-

onal trajectories %(P) of /*, (PEG), is defined in [7 and for suitable

parameters of % in N= {qEx(P)\ PEG} and suitable neighborhoods

Ui and i/2 of a point ££G and x*(p)£Af respectively the correspon-

dence

Í Ui-*Ut

is a diffeomorphism ([l, p. 13], / is fixed). Therefore, if FET>a and

1 = Xt(p), then g(q)=g(xt(p)) = F(p), (pEG), defines a function g in

Djv and if AF(p)^0 for all ¿>£G then Ag(g) ̂ 0 for all ç£A7.
Remark 3. I¿C7£.

Proof. Let g,- be a sequence of points in Et which has as limit point

p some point of M not in Et, then it may happen that p = pk, is a criti-

cal point; in which case pEK. If not, then only a finite number of

points g< can be contained in a maximal orthogonal trajectory of /,

that means that there exists an infinite subsequence q{, q2 , ■ • ■ of

q¡ with <t>(qm )C\<p(qt ) = 0 if w^e. These orthogonal trajectories con-

verge in a neighborhood of p to the orthogonal trajectory d>(p) and in

Ui (a neighborhood of pt) to an orthogonal trajectory gEEi, [2]. It

follows that</>(£)r"\g = </> since £££,-, so <£(p) has a critical point pk as

a boundary point in M—MHp), so pE<p(p)EEkEK.

3. Special vector fields on subsets of M. Let Ci>0 be a suitable

constant,

W = ix E Ui\ hl'(x) =    ¿   4 < e,)

and

F/ - \p G *(*) H AT'" I x E VI'}.

Proposition 1. Let X,<«. There exists a function hiEDv% such that

Ahi(p)=0 ifpEEi and Ahi(p)^Q if pE V¡ -F,-.

Proof. Take a'<b'<f(pd with (dMa')C\Vi EU( and g(p)
= ga',b>Ap) üpEVÍ. If xE Ui and x? =4>(x)r\dMa', then

x' = (e~2ixi, ■ ■ ■ , e_2<xXi, e2txxi+i,...,e2ixn)

for some tER (see §2). The function h+(p)=hl' (<pi(p)) with <pt(p)

}
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=<p(p)r\dMaT\Vi is defined in Vi -{pi} according to Remark 2.

It follows that Ogft+(x) =euhi' (x) gft/' (x) if i^O and xG Ui. Define

*«(*) = (1-«G0)*¡'Í»+«G0*+G0. If «e^inCJ^+IntCAf')) and
x(£Ei then

A/(*4(*)) = (1 - g(x))Af(hi'(x)) + (-*/'(*) + h+(x))Af(g(x)) > 0

so Afti(x)^0. If xEEiC\Ui then Aft,(x)=0. It follows from the pre-

ceding two sentences and from the definition of hi that Aft,(p) =0 if

pEEi, otherwise Ahi(p)^0 in F< and that Ah,(p) is tangent to the

level surface dM° if pEdM'CWi - Ui.

Some notation. Let 0<2e/<e,- and g.(j>) =g„'2,i,fc,(£) if pEVi

(Remarkl); let W¡ = {pEVi \gi(p)=0} andIF,= {/>GF/ |g.(¿) = l}.
We take an arbitrary noncritical value c of/and the set Kc = U,;piejiíe Ei

and we will show that Kc is a deformation retract of Mc. We take

first exactly the critical points piv pi2, ■ ■ ■ , pi, with the properties

PuEM' and K<n. Let Fe = U,s.e V¡v, láegí; let I/^Uî...^,
tfe+=UU (FÍ.-JF,',,), B° = \Jst=eEi, and tf'-UJ., £/,„.

Proposition 2. Fftcre gxis/s a separation function gi of Vk— Ui and

U¿ in Vk.

Proof. If ft = s then such a function exists, namely gi =g,-,. For

some ft ̂  5 assume that the function g¿ exists, then

gLi(p) = i - (i - gi(p))(i - giUp))
has the desired properties for ft — 1 instead of ft.

Proposition 3. If there exists a number ft with l^k^s and a vector

fieldXkon Ui suchthatXk(j>)=OifpEBkandXk(p)^OifpEUi -73*
andXk(p) is tangent to the level surface dMa if pEdM°-n(Ui -Bk\JUc)

with aER, then there exists a vector field Xk-i on U't_l with the properties

of Xk mentioned above (where ft is replaced by ft —1).

Proof. We take X't_l(p)=gi(p)Xt(p) + (l-g£(fi))Ahit_l(p) in

Vi-i-Ei^. Without restriction, Xk(f(p))=0 if pEV'^CWt. We
have

xLi(f(p)) = (1 - g£(p))Ahik_1(f(p)) = 0

>0

if (1--gi(p))^0 and Ahik_x(f{p))^Q. This is the case if a', ft" are

taken as in Proposition 1 if Ki_l(p)>0 and f(p)>a' i.e., if pEUik_x

-£.,_, with f(p)>a' and (l-gi(i>))^0. Therefore X¿_,(p)^0 in

Vi_i-B*-\   Take   g'^) = l-g0,^,»ii_1(p)   with   0<d<<.,   and
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X*_i(p)=g'(p)Xi_1(p). Then X*_i is a smooth vector field on V't_,

n¿/í_i since ¿ ■ g¿ £Dví_,. The vector field X4_i has the desired

properties.

Proposition 4. Let Ve = U{ VJK". Then Kc is a deformation retract

of V°.

Proof. Proposition 1 gives a vector field Xs(p) =Ahit(p) with the

properties of Proposition 3 and k = s. So Proposition 3 gives a vector

field Xi on U{ with the properties of Xk (with k — 1). Ve is a neighbor-

hood of K" in Afc. To each point pEVc — Kc there exists a maximal

trajectory %(p) °f Xi through p and xOy) has exactly one limit point

p'EKc. Let dp be the length of the segment of x(P) between p and

p'. If pEKc we define dp = 0 and x(p)= {p}. Then a*p is continuous.

The correspondence p—>?£x(p) with da = (l— ¿)¿p and Og/=l gives

a deformation retract of Ve on Xe.

4. Proof of the theorem. Let K be defined as in §1 and Kc as in §3.

Then we call K a weak deformation retract of M, if for each (non-

critical) value cER the set Kc is a deformation retract of M".

Theorem. Kis a weak deformation retract of M.

Proof. Take e< and ¿i, • • • , i, as in §3 and 0<2a<<e/. Let .4

= U<:x,=„;PieAfeF< and fi(p)=gai.2ai.hi(p) if pEVl-A and let g+(p)

-1 -llî-i (1 "/<,(?))• H p£¿ or peilf- Fc then we define g+(p) = 1
or g+(p)=0 respectively. Then g+EDMc (Remark 3). The sets

B={pEMc\g+(p)=0} and C= \pEMc\g+(p) = 1} are disjoint and
closed in Mc, so g+ is a separation function of B and C in Mc. Let

Xi(p) be as in Proposition 4 if pE Ve —A and Xi(p) =0 if p£4 ; then

the vector field X*(p) =g+(p)Xi(p) + (l-g+(p))Af(p) is smooth on

Mc. We have X*(p) ^0 if g+(p) * 1 since Xi(f(p))^0.

The deformation retract of Mc on Xe is given in the following way :

let dp be the length of the segment of the maximal trajectory ¡p(p) of

A'* between p and Kc if pEMc-Kc and let 0^ = 0 and \p(p) ={p} if

pEKc. Then the correspondence p-^qE^(p) with á\, = (l— t)dp and

0 ;£ ¿ = 1 gives the desired deformation retract.

Corollary. If f has only a finite number of critical points on M,

then K is a deformation retract of M. This is also true if M is a manifold

with boundary.

The only remark to make is that if we take a noncritical value

cER such that Af(p)^0 for all pEM—M' then X*=A/ in a neigh-

borhood of dM" in Me, so with the additional definition X*(p) =Af(p)
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if pEM— M" we can construct the deformation retract as in the proof

of the theorem.
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